
TALIA™, PIXO PLUS™ & LIM™ by Pablo® Designs
PERSONAL TASK LIGHTING



TALIA

Sleek and minimalistic rectangular design, Talia is designed to  
give users maximum light control. Pairing fully dimmable and 
glare-free flat light technology with 360° post rotation and 180° 
shade rotation, this light is flexible and accessible. Keep your  
devices fully charged throughout your day with Talia’s induction 
charging base to accommodate mobile devices and a USB port 
providing users even more productivity. Select the perfect neutral 
light with elegant contrasting matte and gloss surfaces in white, 
grey, or black to enhance your workspace. Talia provides you with 
the level and placement of illumination to fit your needs.

BRIGHTEN YOUR  
WORKSPACE WITH
ABUNDANT FLEXIBILITY

Standard Finishes

White 
Matte | Gloss

Grey 
Matte | Gloss

Black 
Matte | Gloss



PLAYFUL DESIGN +  
ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Wireless charging + USB port 

PIXO PLUS

Swivel. Tilt. Rotate. Pixo Plus’ expressive circular design brings a touch 
of whimsy to your desktop. This efficient, compact LED light is highly 
adjustable with 360o arm rotation, 180o tilt, and 360o shade rotation, 
allowing you to focus warm, glare-free light on your next work project 
or self-portrait during a virtual meeting. Pixo’s simple optical switch 
provides full-range dimming to fit your every mood. Uniquely, the base 
integrates a USB port ensuring mobile devices are easy to charge.  
Punctuate your space by choosing white, silver or graphite. 

Standard Finishes

White Silver Graphite 



ELEGANT +  
ILLUMINATING 

LIM
An elegant choice to illuminate your workspace, LIM light with  
its slim design and high output LEDs helps you achieve your  
important tasks at-hand. Brighten your day with this clean, white 
L-shaped form and magnetic arm that are easy to adjust and fun to 
use. Bright or soft, the dimmable hi-low light control supports your 
preference in surroundings. Standard with global multi-plug. 

Standard Finish

Textured White 
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Workspace accessories, organizers, and wire management

Paper Flow
Keep project materials  
and papers tidy.

Desktop Organizer
Simply organize your  
personal belongings and  
office supplies. Grab and go 
as you change work locations.

Suspended Caddy
Frequently used items 
are at your fingertips just 
beneath your worktop.

PET Wire Managers  
and Enclosures  
Contain cords. Promote  
privacy. Address acoustics.

PET Sling
Light, flexible solution for 
your personal storage.

FULLY PERSONALIZE YOUR ENVIRONMENT  
FOR OPTIMAL PERFORMANCE

METICULOUSLY CURATED

AIS’s personal task lighting solutions are highly sustainable in use of materials, have a timeless design, are energy  
efficient, and ship flat-packed to reduce transportation costs to support the health and wellness of users and  
the environment.


